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About Children’s Books Ireland
At Children’s Books Ireland, we believe that ever y
child should have access to the joy of reading ,
regardless of their circumstances. Our mission
is to make books central to ever y child ’s life
on the island of Ireland. We work with families,
teachers, libraries, publishers and communities
all across the island to get books into children’s
hands and to inform adults who can make a big
impact on their reading. We advocate for the
changes Ireland needs to grow a new generation
of readers, and we suppor t ar tists so that they
can make excellent work for children and young
people. Sign up to our newsletter to stay in touch!
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About this themed book list
This is a curated list of titles our exper t reviewers
recommend under the assigned theme. It is by no
means an exhaustive list and we have tried, where
possible, to include a spread across age ranges and
genres under the theme. Our policy is to include
titles dating from f ive years to date in English
and ten years to date in the Irish language. Any
titles by an Irish author, illustrator, publisher
or in the Irish language will be denoted with a
shamrock. Af ter initial publication, these lists will
be revisited annually and updated with new titles
where suitable. Go to childrensbooksireland.ie for
more themed book lists and resources.

EDMOND BAUDOIN translated by MATT MADDEN

PIERO

NEW YORK REVIEW OF COMICS 2018 (PBK) 136PP £14.99 ISBN 9781681372969

The first English translation of the work of Edmond Baudoin, a popular French graphic
novelist, Piero is a touching look at his relationship with his brother from the time they
were kids up to adulthood. Drawn in a scratchy pen style, the panels capture the often
hazy, dreamy nostalgia of childhood and the wonderful imagination of the age, and every
page hints at the bittersweet knowledge of time passing. This is an unusual book that
would be a welcome gift for the more adventurous reader. (Age 12–14)

BRIDGET BLANKLEY

THE GHOSTS & JAMAL
HOPEROAD 2018 (PBK) 222PP £8.99 ISBN 9781908446633

Jamal was born with epilepsy and that marks him out as ‘the bringer of bad spirits’ in his
Nigerian community – that’s why he’s been banished to live on the edge of the village. But
when Jamal survives a terrorist attack, everything changes. Jamal is a wonderful central
character that the reader immediately cares about. With an ending that will take your
breath away, The Ghosts & Jamal is a beautifully written book about survival, bravery and
finding your place in the world. (Age 12–14)

JAMES BUTLER

DANGEROUS GAMES
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 2019 (PBK) 219PP €10.00 ISBN 9781910411919

Kevin should be glad that his uncle Day has returned from prison in the UK – but he
seems to be leading Kevin’s older brother, Adam, even further into trouble. When Adam
steals a car, Kevin uncovers a serious crime that he has to stop. A keen examination of
the issues facing boys in difficult circumstances, this novel deftly handles class concerns
without resorting to stereotypes. (Age 12–14)

KEREN DAVID

THE LIAR’S HANDBOOK
BARRINGTON STOKE 2017 (PBK) 125PP £6.99 ISBN 9781781126806

From the opening line, ‘My name is River and I am a liar,’ to the last page, this novel will
have the most reluctant reader hooked. A story full of intrigue, mystery, lies and coverups is woven into The Liar’s Handbook. What begins as an investigation into his mother’s
boyfriend ends with shocking results when River learns the truth about himself and his
real father, and uncovers a secret about his best friend, Kai. River discovers that he may
not be the real liar after all. (Age 12–14)

SIOBHAN DOWD Illustrated by EMMA SHOARD

THE PAVEE AND THE BUFFER GIRL

BARRINGTON STOKE 2017 (PBK) 112PP £12.99 ISBN 9781911370048

A sensitive portrayal of Traveller life, this graphic novel is beautifully written and
illustrated. Bullying the outsider is nothing new, but the story is given a unique twist
through the words of Traveller boy Jim Curran as he struggles with schooling and life in
general in the fictional Irish town of Dundray. Everything is made sweeter by settled girl
Kit – the buffer girl of the title – and their innocent romance in the sea cave beneath the
town lends a magical quality to this powerful book. (Age 12–14)

MOLLY MENDOZA

SKIP

NOBROW 2019 (HBK) 168PP £16.99 ISBN 9781910620427

Brought together in the strangest of circumstances, Bloom and Gloopy quickly realise
that, despite their differences, they’re kindred spirits. Molly Mendoza’s intense and
evocative artwork perfectly captures the strangeness of the worlds the friends find
themselves negotiating as they struggle to find their way home. A beautiful and surreal
exploration of identity, friendship, creativity and what it means to belong, this graphic
novel pushes the boundaries of the genre, even as Bloom and Gloop push the boundaries
of their respective universes. (Age 12–14)

SARAH MOORE FITZGERALD

THE LIST OF REAL THINGS
ORION CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 192PP £6.99 ISBN 9781444014815

Grace, fourteen, has a firm grip on reality. Not so her sister Bee, six, who believes their
dead parents and grandfather live in an abandoned hotel that exists only in rumour. Grace
helps Bee to write a list separating what is real from what isn’t, but are the lines clear?
When the girls go to camp in the park, Grace comes face-to-face with her sister’s wildest
imaginings – a shimmering girl and a magnificent hotel … An emotional tale of loss and
healing. (Age 12–14)

MICHAEL MORPURGO illustrated by BARROUX

IN THE MOUTH OF THE WOLF

EGMONT BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 160PP £12.99 ISBN 9781405285261

An incredibly moving story based on the life of Frances Cammaerts, a secret agent
who worked with the French resistance in World War II and is the author’s uncle. This
vivid narrative is told in the voice of Francis as he lies in bed on his ninetieth birthday,
thinking back on his life and his experience of the war. Barroux’s distinctive and evocative
illustrations bring the characters to life in a story that shows all the hop and the horror of a
world at war. (Age 12–14)

SUSIN NIELSEN

MY MESSED-UP LIFE
ANDERSEN PRESS 2018 (PBK) 224PP £7.99 ISBN 97817834445523

Violet is smart, funny and keenly observant. She is also furious with her father for having
an affair and divorcing her mother. She shamelessly uses every weapon in her armoury
to sabotage his sunny new life in Los Angeles. Violet is determined to find a suitable
boyfriend for her mother with the help of best friend Phoebe and little sister Rosie.
This hilarious book is fast-paced and witty, but beneath the laughs, Violet is a pre-teen
struggling with the complexities of her parents’ relationship. (Age 12–14)

EMMA QUIGLEY

BANK

LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 224PP €10.00 ISBN 9781910411971

Finn Fitzpatrick is a mover and shaker in St. Patrick’s Community College in rural
Ireland. He ropes his gang into his latest money-making venture – a bank that will lend
to schoolmates at interest rates that start at ten per cent then, as greed builds, climb to
twenty-five per cent. The business partners end up eating their words – ‘stay small’ – as
things spiral out of control. A cast of vivid nicknamed characters and spot-on banter
between the teens add up to a great read for this age. (Age 12–14)

SANDY STARK-McGINNIS

EXTRAORDINARY BIRDS
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2019 (PBK) 224PP £6.99 ISBN 9781526603159

A unique book about a lone bird who eventually allows herself to be loved. December
believes she is a bird and has a scar on her back from which she believes her wings will one
day sprout. She lives her life remaining distant, as she plans to fly away as soon as she can.
Yet when she meets the wonderful Eleanor, she allows her story to change. Readers will
enjoy the defiant, confident voice of December and the flowing, compassionate prose. A
strange, wonderful read. (Age 12–14)

JUDY WAITE

KAI’S STORY
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING 2017 (PBK) 96PP £5.99 ISBN 9781472934048

Caught on video singing, Kai is accidentally a viral hit online, but his initial fame is
conspiring to trap him in a potential web of deceit. Part of The Street, a book series aimed
at readers aged twelve-plus and designed with particular layouts and fonts to be accessible
and reader-friendly, Kai’s Story is an entertaining cautionary tale on the dangers of fame
and social media. It has plenty of twists and humour and reluctant readers should find it
right up their street. (Age 12–14)

ELIZABETH WEIN

FIREBIRD

BARRINGTON STOKE 2018 (PBK) 96PP £6.99 ISBN 9781781128312

In this fast-paced adventure we discover how Nastia, the heroine and narrator, became a
Soviet pilot during World War II. As the tension builds, we follow Nastia as she ends up
behind enemy lines. ‘Nastia is not the name of a traitor,’ she says. Reluctant readers will be
pulled into Wein’s expertly drawn story, absorbing important elements of political history
along the way. Vibrant characterisation and a gripping plot, with a very bold heroine mean
that Firebird will have broad appeal. (Age 12–14)

SHEENA WILKINSON

STAR BY STAR

LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 2017 196PP €9.00 ISBN 9781910411537

Teenager Stella Graham is a diehard feminist who is excellent at fixing other people’s lives.
The thirteen-year-old, who was orphaned in 1918, comes to live with a maiden aunt in
Cuanbeg. Soon she is saving the lives of the boarding house occupants – often
humorously – including the mysterious wounded soldier Sandy, and Rose, a suffragette pal
of Stella’s mum. Wilkinson creates a rounded character by hinting that underneath Stella’s
feistiness is grief over her beloved mother’s death. An intelligent, informative, lively read.
(Age 12–14)

MEG GREHAN

THE SPACE BETWEEN
LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 182PP €9.99 ISBN 9781910411599

Is it possible that by cutting herself off from the world for a whole year, Beth can discover
a new life – a better one? Grehan cups the storm of an anxiety-ridden mind so perfectly
within these pages that, at times, you want to slam the book shut – until love and promise
reel you back in. A unique work of poetic fiction, The Space Between has the power to
inspire a generation of writers in this style. (12–14, YA)

ÁINE NÍ GHLINN

DAIDEO

COIS LIFE 2014 (BOG) 73LCH €6.00 ISBN 9781907494420

Seo leabhar suimiúil soléite. Tá Liam sa chéad bhliain sa mheánscoil ach tá cuma níos
óige ná sin air, é ró-óg le bheith ag taisteal ina aonar ar an traein, dar le fear na dticéad!
Buaileann sé le seanfhear ar an traein. Tá an bheirt acu ag éalú ó chúinsí éagsúla. Insíonn
Áine Ní Ghlinn a scéalta dúinn ar bhealach a thaitneoidh go mór leis an léitheoir óg
fiosrach. Beidh a aird aici no aige ón tús! (Aois 12–14, Daoine Óga Fásta)

JO O’DONOGHUE

TRIÚR AMIGOS
COIS LIFE 2019 (BOG) 114LCH €10.00 ISBN 9781912133703

Scéal é seo faoi chairdeas, chúrsa samhraidh agus chúrsaí saoil daoine óga. Imíonn Eoin,
Jeaic agus Ciara chun na Spáinne le freastal ar chúrsa samhraidh, chun teanga nua a
fhoghlaim agus saol neamhspleách a bhlaiseadh. Gné thaitneamhach is ea struchtúr nuaaimseartha an scéil, tugtar cuntais agus cuir síos éagsúla ar gach duine den triúr, ar bhealaí
éagsúla: ríomhphoist agus sraith téacsanna. Insítear an scéal i gcúig chuid, tréimhsí ama ó
Aibreán go Lúnasa, agus pléann sé le suíomhanna éagsúla ó Bhaile Átha Cliath go Cádiz
sa Spáinn. (Aois 12–14, Daoine Óga Fásta)

MT ANDERSON

LANDSCAPE WITH INVISIBLE HAND
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 176PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406379006

A darkly comic and biting critique of advanced capitalism through the allegorical prism
of Earth’s colonisation by an alien race, the Vuvv. Most of Earth’s population live in a
polluted and hopeless landscape, contorting themselves mentally and physically to win
approval from Earth’s new elite. Adam is a teenage boy and aspiring artist trying to keep
his family afloat. When he gets a chance to drastically change his fate, he must decide just
how much of himself he is willing to sacrifice to survive. (YA)

DEAN ATTA illustrated by ANSHIKA KHULLAR

THE BLACK FLAMINGO

HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2019 (HBK) 176PP £12.99 ISBN 978144494585

This novel in verse follows Michael, a gay black drag artist, from childhood to university,
as he faces the reality of being marginalised in modern Britain. Michael’s appealing voice
keeps this a readable, enjoyable novel, even as the text delves into difficult topics around
racism, homophobia and consent. Khullar’s illustrations are subtle but effective, often
incorporating the feathers with which Michael identifies. A deep, thoughtful book. (YA)

TAMARA BACK translated by SIOBHÁN PARKINSON

WHEREVER IT IS SUMMER

LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 2016 (PBK) 130PP €8.99 ISBN 9781910411568

Louise is haunted after being bullied at school; Jana’s family ignore her and focus on her
elder brother. Both need an escape from their lives and find it in an impromptu road trip
that leads to a friendship. Siobhán Parkinson’s elegant translation of this award-winning
German novel will appeal to teen readers looking for a sensitive, subtle story about tough
issues. A hopeful but not saccharine ode to female friendship and the possibilities of
summertime. (YA)

PAULINE BURGESS

WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE?
POOLBEG PRESS 2018 (PBK) 258PP €8.99 ISBN 9781781998113

Magda is having a tough time since moving to Belfast from her beloved Poland and the
‘foreigners out’ graffitti, stone throwing and nasty attitudes of her classmates have made
her lonely and cynical. She’s amazed when the new girl, Sophie, wants to be her best
friend. But how pure are her motives, and can Magda really be herself in this new country
while holding on to her Polish heritage? A well-written and engaging read that covers
topics such as racism, bullying and grief in a realistic way. (YA)

CAT CLARKE

LETTING GO
BARRINGTON STOKE 2019 (PBK) 96PP £7.99 ISBN 9781781128381

‘Never make a promise at a funeral.’ From the opening line, there is great drama and
suspense in this novella. Aggie, the jilted lover, accompanies her ex up Ben Venachar to
scatter her mother’s ashes. Things get nasty when rain turns to sleet, visibility is almost
nil and the accompanying new boyfriend goes off in a huff down the mountain solo. This
well-paced story is told with great dialogue, interior monologue and spot-on humour. (YA)

AKWAEKE EMEZI

PET

FABER & FABER 2019 (PBK) 208PP £7.99 ISBN 9780571355112

Jam is sheltered from the evils committed by monsters before the revolution, knowing only
what her kind parents and restricted education allow her to know. Then she accidentally
summons Pet, a being from another world, who is hunting a monster just like those
supposedly vanquished before she was born. This novel takes on an original style and
delivers a lot of food for thought. A world that can’t decide between dystopia and utopia
like this one easily makes a compelling read. (YA)

ANTHONY McGOWAN

ROOK

BARRINGTON STOKE 2017 (PBK) 128PP £7.99 ISBN 9781781127230

In the final book in a series of short novels set in the north of England, teenager Nicky
soon realises that, like the fledgling of the title, he too may have to turn to others for help
as he takes his first tentative steps towards independence. With a beautifully descriptive
and tense opening chapter, you find yourself in a world beloved of those who enjoyed
Brock and Pike. Indeed, after reading Rook you’ll find it hard not to pick those up as well.
(YA)

JO O’DONOGHUE

TAITHÍ OIBRE

COIS LIFE 2018 (BOG) 82LCH €10.00 ISBN 9781907494796

Faightear scéal corraitheach anseo a leanann taithí oibre triúr déagóirí; Jeaic a fuair deis
iontach oibre in ‘Apple’ i Nua-Eabhrac, Ciara atá ag canadh i gcór, agus Eoin atá ag
cabhrú i salón gruagaire, rud nach bhfuil a athair róshásta leis! Cheapfá go mbeadh saol an
mhadra bháin acu ach ní mar a shíltear a bítear. Faightear blaiseadh réalaíoch de shaol an
déagóra sa lá atá inniu ann agus fanann scéal na gcarachtar leat tamall i ndiaidh duit an
leabhar a léamh. (Daoine Óga Fásta)

ANDREW RAE

MOONHEAD AND THE MUSIC MACHINE
NOBROW 2017 (PBK) 176PP £12.99 ISBN 9781910620335

This graphic novel for older teens is quite literally out of this world. Moonhead is a
dreamer and a fantasiser – while his body may be in high school, his head is definitely
out in space. This vivid and richly illustrated graphic novel is a feast for the visual senses
and takes the reader on a tongue-in-cheek-style visit down the rabbit hole on a journey
into Moonhead’s world. A great read for teens with a leaning towards philosophy and an
interest in art. (YA)

MANUELA SALVI translated by DENISE MUIR

GIRL DETACHED

BARRINGTON STOKE 2016 (PBK) 212PP £7.99 ISBN 9781911370024

Aleksandra has been reunited with her estranged mother following her gran’s death and
struggles to fit into her new life. When her new neighbour, Megan, befriends her, she is
drawn away from her misfit theatre group to an exciting new group of friends. This tale
of grooming and sexual exploitation tackles important questions about the nature of
consent and agency and explores the insidious nature of abusive relationships. This is an
uncomfortable read but it is a thought-provoking, relevant and powerful story. (YA)

DEIRDRE SULLIVAN illustrated by KAREN VAUGHAN

TANGLEWEED AND BRINE

LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 180PP €11.00 ISBN 9781912417117

This is a book of dark, beguiling feminist retellings of both familiar and less well-known
fairy tales. Beautiful line drawings by Karen Vaughan match the tone of the collection
perfectly, recalling the work of Harry Clarke and Aubrey Breardsley. With a focus on
the female experience and body, Sullivan challenges the docile victimhood of fairy-tale
heroines but does not avoid the cruel nature of these magical worlds. Her retellings also
make space for marginalised figures. The writing is gorgeous and lyrical, the stories
haunting and moving. (YA)
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